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Available in single and double segments in 20, 30, 50 and 
100 grits in extra soft, soft, Medium, hard and extra hard 
bonds. The shapes of these diamonds have been computer 
generated and refined by industry experts to provide the 
ultimate performance for each application. 20 and 30 grit 
extra hard are also available in triple’s ideal for rain 
damaged and exposed driveways etc. 

1400 SERIES

Available single and double segments in 20, 30, 50 and 100 
grits and soft, Medium and hard bonds.  A great value all 
round performer.

600 SERIES

BUSH HAMMERS

CUT

For fast and easy removal of dense surfaces on 
hard-troweled concrete floors. The metal bond ensures 
that the pads stay opened and sharp even on the hardest 
top layers. Compared to traditional grinding tools, SharX™ 
will get to the same level of aggregates exposure in less 
passes. Designed for use on Husqvarna's PG model series, 
together with the Redi Lock® system. With Redi Lock® you 
don’t need any equipment to change the diamond tools. 
Available with single and double segments.

BHT tools have an extremely high stock removal capacity 
and can remove rigid or brittle coatings up to 10 mm in 
thickness. Can also be used to repair a failing cap on 
concrete or a slab that has been exposed to rain. Suitable 
for large floor grinders like PG 680 and PG 820. The BHT 
tools are available in 230 mm and 270 mm versions. The 
270 mm version is available with three or six rolls.

SHARX

GM 3000

New Formula GM3000 is specifically formulated for grouting and hole filling 
in concrete surfaces. Grouting is an essential part of any polished concrete 
floor and also an inherent part of the Hiperfloor process. The new formula is 
designed to speed up the process with a stronger concentrate that signifi-
cantly increases the pin hole fill rate.

FILL



HARDEN

HIPERHARD POTASSIUM

Hiperhard is our most popular and commonly used densifier 
and is ideal for the initial flood coat. The use of Potassium 
Silicate as the carrier in this product makes it ideal for porous 
floors where the larger molecule helps to fill voids and cracks 
and is a very cost effective solution.

HIPERHARD LiTHIUM

REFINE

FLEX TRANSITIONS 

3” Copper transitional pad available in 50, 100 and 200 grit. 
Velcro backed, and attach’s to standard resin holder disks. The 
perfect tool for removing Grout and Densifier and refining the 
floor prior to the polishing process. 3, 4 or 5 pads required per 
disk depending on machine size and application.

Ceramics 

3” Ceramic based pad available in 30,50, 100 and 200 grit. 
Velcro backed, and attach’s to standard resin holder disks. 
Great for initial cut on minimal exposure floors and refining 
applications. 3, 4 or 5 pads required per disk depending on 
machine size and application.

Durafloor 

3” Wet machine pad available in 50, 100, 200, 400 and 
800 grit. Velcro backed, and attach’s to standard resin 
holder disks. A popular tool for refining concrete slabs 
where the application of water is not a concern.

Hiperflex Transition Wet

Flex Transition, available in 9” and 10” machine pads in 50, 
100 and 200 grits. Velcro backed rubber pads which attach 
to standard resin holder disks. These copper based pads 
must be used wet and provide the premium outcome when 
minimal to light exposure is required. The extra level of 
flexibility offered by the rubber backing and the 2” tooling 
size allows the tool to follow the contours of the floor, 
providing the perfect, uniform base for polished concrete.  

HiPERHARD-L is formulated to fill and crystallize in the 
micro pores that conventional silicates (Sodium, Potassium 
etc ) miss. This creates a visually tighter / Higher Gloss 
finish, making for a more consistent finish across the entire 
polished concrete surface.



POLISH

ULTRAFLOOR 3” MACHINE 
RESIN PADS

Resin based 3” machine pad available in 50, 100, 200, 400, 
800, 1500 and 3000 grit Velcro backed which attach to 
standard resin holder disks. Compared to other traditional 
polishing pads, this series results in higher gloss and clarity 
levels, achieved in only one pass. This allows you to save time 
and tooling, resulting in a lower cost/sqm as well as a higher 

HIPERCLEAN MAINTENANCE/
TWISTER PAD

Hiperclean diamond impregnated maintenance pads 
attach to standard resin holder disks and are available 
in 9” and 10” and 400, 800, 1500 and 3000 grit. 
Designed for maintenance on existing polished 
concrete floors. Also widely used to clean the floor 
before applying a sealer.  

HIPERFLEX DRY & WET PADS

Dry (FP40) fibre backed machine resin pads available 
in 9” and 10” and 200, 400, 800, 1500 and 300 grits. 
The 2” resin size on a fibre pad allows the tooling to 
follow the contours while the fibre pad cleans the floor. 
These pads provide amazing gloss levels and will often 
allow you to finish one pass earlier I.E at 400 instead of 
800 with obvious cost savings. Wet pads (FP80) are 
also available, ideal for resin based Terrazzo etc and 
where tooling heat is an issue.

UltraFloor MKII

UltraFloor MKII 5” hand polish pads are designed to help 
with shine and colour matching the edges to the machine 
polished floor proper. Also great for touch ups and 
shine/colour matching low spots. Available 
50/100/200/400/800/1500 and 3000 grits.

UltraGloss 5” hand polish pads are a more aggressive 
hand pad 50/100 grits giving a quicker cut when 
compared to UltraFloor MKII pads and do not transfer as 
much colour. Available in 50/100/200/400/800/1500 
and 3000 grits.

UltraGloss

DRY (FP40)

WET (FP80)

REFINE



SEAL

Greenseal

HiPERGUARD GREEN SEAL is a water based surface impregnator, 
lining the pours of concrete to create extra chemical resistance.
Suggested use 400 grit and lower. Easy cleaning and repair. Low 
VOC

HIPERGUARD Enhance plus

HiPERGUARD Enchance plus is a concrete Impregnating Sealer. A 
Solvant based premium impregnator used at the final stage of the 
Hiperfloor process. It penitrates the micro pores and concrete 
capileries of the surface lining, increasing the surface tention and 
restricts the absorbtion of  water, oil, fats and stains.

SEALER BUFF PAD

Sealer Buff pads attach to standard resin holder disks and are 
available in 9” and 10”. A fibre pad designed to remove any excess 
sealer and to Buff and clean the floor.


